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Abstract

In photosynthesis, pigment–protein complexes achieve outstanding photoin-

duced charge separation efficiencies through a set of strategies in which

excited states delocalization over multiple pigments (“excitons”) and charge-

transfer states play key roles. These concepts, and their implementation in

bioinspired artificial systems, are attracting increasing attention due to the vast

potential that could be tapped by realizing efficient photochemical reactions.

In particular, de novo designed proteins provide a diverse structural toolbox

that can be used to manipulate the geometric and electronic properties of

bound chromophore molecules. However, achieving excitonic and charge-

transfer states requires closely spaced chromophores, a non-trivial aspect since

a strong binding with the protein matrix needs to be maintained. Here, we

show how a general-purpose artificial protein can be optimized via molecular

dynamics simulations to improve its binding capacity of a chlorophyll deriva-

tive, achieving complexes in which chromophores form two closely spaced and

strongly interacting dimers. Based on spectroscopy results and computational

modeling, we demonstrate each dimer is excitonically coupled, and propose

they display signatures of charge-transfer state mixing. This work could open

new avenues for the rational design of chromophore–protein complexes with

advanced functionalities.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In photosynthesis, Light-Harvesting Complexes (LHC) are
responsible for photon absorption and subsequent energy
transfer to Reaction Centers (RC), where charge separa-
tion takes place to initiate a chain of reactions that ulti-
mately store solar energy as chemical bonds
(Blankenship, 2002; Scholes et al., 2011). As their name
implies, LHCs are specialized in light absorption, densely
packing a large number of pigments within a protein
matrix that maximizes the absorption cross section while
avoiding concentration quenching (Beddard & Porter,
1976). Excitation energy is then funneled to RCs, where,
using a set of strategies termed “design principles of
charge separation”, (Romero et al., 2017) it leads to
charge-separated states with almost perfect efficiency
(i.e., near unitary quantum yield). The cornerstone of this
efficiency (and of the design principles) is a very complex
energy landscape (Romero et al., 2017), finely tuned by
millions of years of evolution. Among other features, exci-
tonic interactions and charge-transfer states play prepon-
derant roles in these systems (Frese et al., 2003; Lockhart
& Boxer, 1988; Romero et al., 2012; Romero et al., 2017).

Modification of natural systems to fulfill new specific
needs (for instance, to drive a chemical reaction), is evi-
dently burdensome, if not impossible. As an alternative,
the de novo design of artificial cofactor–protein complexes
has seen substantial progress in recent years, resulting in
bioinspired systems able to act, for instance, as ion chan-
nels (Scott et al., 2021) or multi-electron oxidases/reduc-
tases (Kaplan & DeGrado, 2004; Koebke & Pecoraro, 2018;
Lombardi et al., 2019). This strategy generally follows a
bottom-up approach, where the complexes are generated
from scratch following simple design rules, yet drawing
inspiration from natural systems (Chalkley et al., 2022;
Naudin et al., 2022). Excitingly, the growing knowledge on
protein design could provide a vast array of tools to adjust
the energy landscapes as necessary—for instance, to
implement the design principles and reach high charge
separation efficiencies. However, this will only be possible
if the protein binds cofactors with a high packing density,
in order for them to display excitonic interactions and
low-lying charge-transfer states.

Among different possibilities, a family of structures
termed “maquette proteins” provides relatively simple
scaffolds, based on the four-alpha-helix bundle motif, ame-
nable to cofactor loading (Discher et al., 2003; Farid
et al., 2013; Hecht et al., 1990; Huang et al., 2003;
Lichtenstein et al., 2012; Moser et al., 2016; Munson
et al., 1996). These complexes have already shown basic
light absorption and energy transfer functionalities (Ennist
et al., 2022; Farid et al., 2013; Kodali et al., 2016). For
instance, the group of Noy studied the binding of a

bacteriochlorophyll derivative into an artificial maquette
originally designed to bind heme, and observed the uptake
of two to three chromophore molecules per protein
(Cohen‐Ofri et al., 2011). Although this was enough to
observe closely separated chromophore dimers with strong
excitonic interactions, the protein had a nominal capacity
of four chromophores, given by four histidine residues
used to ligate them. In another remarkable example of the
potential of de novo protein design, the DeGrado group
has recently demonstrated a maquette designed with sub-
angstrom accuracy, capable of binding a diphenyl Mn-
porphyrin with redox functionality (Mann et al., 2021). On
the other hand, the design was performed in an ad hoc
fashion with specific software, and the cofactor:protein
mass ratio was very low (3.7%) if compared with LHCs
(LH2 from Rs. Molischianum: 24%, only considering bacte-
riochlorophylls) (Koepke et al., 1996).

Here, we analyze and optimize a 132 amino acids-
long maquette protein developed by the Dutton group,
which has been previously employed to bind different
cofactors (Farid et al., 2013; Kodali et al., 2016). However,
even though four histidines (His) are available for liga-
tion, this protein has been used to bind at most two
cofactors, that remained too far apart to show excitonic
coupling. We perform here spectroscopic analyses that
show that indeed this protein can strongly bind up to two
molecules of a chlorophyll a derivative. In order to engi-
neer excitonically coupled chromophore dimers, we per-
form a computational study to find point mutations that
increase the number of bound cofactors and their binding
affinities. Next, we produce two of the candidate struc-
tures and experimentally demonstrate full cofactor bind-
ing. Finally, we employ quantum mechanics calculations
at the TD-DFT level in combination with circular dichro-
ism and fluorescence spectroscopy to get insights into the
excitonic and electronic properties of the complexes and
corroborate the computational models.

2 | RESULTS

2.1 | Binding to original structures

We start the analysis by considering the BT6 protein
(Farid et al., 2013; Lishchuk et al., 2018; Sutherland
et al., 2018; Tsargorodska et al., 2016), which has four
histidine residues (Figure 1a), and two mutants in which
either two (Kodali et al., 2016) (2H ! 2A variant) or all
four (Sutherland et al., 2020) (4H ! 4A) His were
replaced by alanine (Ala, see sequences in Table 1). With
light-harvesting functionality in mind, we have chosen
Zn 132-OH-methylpheophorbide a (Figure 1b), a chloro-
phyll a derivative, as the chromophoric cofactor.
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Although crystallization efforts on BT6 have so far
been unsuccessful, protein structure prediction software
(Du et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2020) yields a model
(Figure 1a) consistent with insights from previous studies
(Farid et al., 2013). The protein sequence (Table 1), fol-
lowing de novo design principles, is built around heptad
repeats of the form HPPHHPP, where H are hydrophobic
and P polar amino acids (Moser et al., 2016). This simple
pattern, corresponding to two turns of an alpha helix,
leads to a structure where the H amino acids are buried
in a hydrophobic core while P amino acids are solvent
exposed, conferring it water solubility and great thermal
stability (Farid et al., 2013). BT6 thus has a single-chain
four alpha helix bundle topology, connected by three
glycine- and serine-rich loops. In order to ligate chromo-
phores, a His residue is placed in each of the helices at
buried positions, forming two closely spaced pairs at the
top and the bottom of the structure (Figure 1a). In the
2H ! 2A variant, His residues at positions 7 and 112 were

replaced by alanine, leaving two remaining His, one at
each side of the protein structure (top and bottom).

To assess chromophore binding, we perform titration
experiments, in which a concentrated chromophore solu-
tion is added stepwise to a protein solution at pH 9 (for
the detailed procedure see Section S1.5). As monitored by
absorption spectroscopy (Figure 1c), chromophore addi-
tion to a solution of the 4H ! 4A variant simply results
in chromophore dissolution and subsequent aggregation
(Eichwurzel et al., 2000), because this protein has no His
residues to ligate it. The aggregation process is evinced by
the progressive formation of a red shoulder at �683 nm
on the first electronic transition, termed Qy and initially
centered at �664 nm. The Soret region (300–450 nm)
shows a complex pattern with several transitions. A
decrease in the extinction coefficient of (at least) two
overlapping bands centered at �413 and 435 nm is clear
as chromophore concentration increases and aggregation
proceeds. Control experiments in the absence of protein

FIGURE 1 (a) Protein structure for BT6 as predicted with trRosetta (Du et al., 2021). Histidine residues are shown in sticks

representation. (b) Chemical structure of Zn 132-OH-methylpheophorbide a. (c-h) Chromophore to protein binding titration experiments

monitored by absorption (center) and circular dichroism (right) spectroscopy, for 4H ! 4A (c and f), 2H ! 2A (d and g) and BT6 (e and h).

For absorption spectra, the chromophore:protein concentration ratios increase from 1 (green) to 5 (red), at a 5 μM protein concentration. For

circular dichroism spectra, chromophore:protein ratios are shown from 1 (green) to 4 (red), at a 20 μM protein concentration. The proteins

are in a buffer solution with 20 mM CHES at pH 9 and 150 mM KCl.
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show that aggregation is unaffected by the presence of
the 4H ! 4A variant (Figure S6).

The 2H ! 2A variant, with two His residues, is
expected to bind two chromophores. Titration of this pro-
tein shows a narrower and stronger Qy transition centered
at 669 nm for low [C]:[P] (chromophore to protein) ratios
(Figure 1d). After [C]:[P] exceeds 2, this band red-shifts
and broadens, approaching then the behavior of 4H ! 4A.
The lower-energy side of the Soret region (400–450 nm)
shows a different behavior as well when compared with
4H ! 4A. For [C]:[P] ≤ 2, the band at �442 nm is more
intense than that at 420 nm; as the ratio increases, both
shift towards the blue, and the latter becomes more
intense than the former. Together with the width of the Qy

band, this indicates chromophore ligation for a [C]:
[P] ratio up to two, followed by the formation of free and
aggregated chromophore for larger ratios (cf. experiments
in the absence of protein, Figure S6).

Given that the absorption spectral changes upon
chromophore binding or aggregation are rather subtle,
we employed singular value decomposition (SVD) and
chemical equilibrium fitting (based on least-squares opti-
mization) to disentangle the concurrent processes in the
titration experiments. Whereas this analysis can only
identify three absorbing species in titrations of the
4H ! 4A variant (namely, free chromophore, aggregated
chromophore, and protein), an additional species is

detected for 2H ! 2A, corresponding to protein-bound
chromophore. The fact that only one extra species is
observed for 2H ! 2A indicates that the absorption spec-
tra for the complexes with either one or two bound chro-
mophores are indistinguishable. We can then only model
the binding process as two sequential steps with identical
equilibrium constants:

PþC ⇌
K1

PC

PCþC ⇌
K1

PC2

In these equations, P, C, PC, PC2 and K1 represent the
protein, the chromophore, the protein with one or two
bound chromophores, and the equilibrium constant,
respectively. From the absorption spectra and SVD analy-
sis, we determine the binding affinity to be around
160 nM. The SVD and fitting results are summarized in
Table 1 and Figure S7 for all systems under study.

Moving on to the base BT6 design (with four His resi-
dues), the data is remarkably similar to that of the
2H ! 2A variant. Indeed, SVD indicates the same num-
ber of species, which hints at the difficulty of binding a
third and fourth chromophore molecule (which should
yield different spectra due to the expected close range
interactions between the cofactor pairs at the top and

TABLE 1 Amino acid sequences of the artificial proteins employed in this study, along with the dissociation constants for cofactor

binding

Name Sequence pKD,1 (KD,1) pKD,2 (KD,2)

BT6 G EIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG
EIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG
EIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG
EIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

6.8
(158 nM)

–

BT6 - 2H ! 2A G EIWKQAEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG
EIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG
EIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG
EIWKQAEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

6.8
(158 nM)

–

BT6 - 4H ! 4A G EIWKQAEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG
EIWKQAEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG
EIWKQAEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG
EIWKQAEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

– –

BT6 - 4E ! 4K G EIWKQHKDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG
EIWKQHKDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG
EIWKQHKDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG
EIWKQHKDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

7.4
(40 nM)

6.6
(251 nM)

BT6 - 4L ! 4A G EIWKQHEDAAQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG
EIWKQHEDAAQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG
EIWKQHEDAAQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG
EIWKQHEDAAQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

8.2
(6 nM)

6.8
(158 nM)

Note: The two values, KD,1 and KD,2, correspond to the dissociation constants for the first and second pair of cofactors, respectively. The uncertainty in the pK

values, obtained from duplicate experiments, is �0.5.
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bottom of the protein structure). The binding model used
for the 2H ! 2A variant fits the titration dataset reason-
ably well, and produces the same binding constant
(Table 1). However, a model where the protein binds
three chromophores results in a comparable fit quality
(with pK values of 7.2 for the first two chromophores and
6.2 for the third). Thus, although these fittings are not
conclusive, it is likely that BT6 binds two chromophores
relatively strongly, and then a third one more loosely
(i.e., with a dissociation constant comparable to the con-
centrations employed here, in the micromolar range),
obscuring the observation of PC3 species.

Analysis of circular dichroism (CD) spectra (Figure 1)
leads to similar conclusions. For the 4H ! 4A variant, the
formation of an excitonically coupled species
(i.e., chromophore aggregates) is clear at all [C]:[P] ratios.
This is most evident in the Qy region in the form of a con-
servative doublet with positive (negative) components at
663 nm (681 nm). The spectra of chromophore solutions
in the absence of protein display a similar pattern
(Figure S10). For the 2H ! 2A variant, spectra at [C]:
[P] ≤ 2 show instead a single negative band at �669 nm
(cf. absorption spectra), indicative of the chiral nature of
the chromophore and of the absence of excitonic interac-
tions. Chromophore solutions in methanol, where it exists
as monomers, display a similar CD spectrum (Figure S11).

Spectra for [C]:[P] ≥ 3 show complex signals arising
from the simultaneous presence of proteins with two
bound chromophores and chromophore aggregates. The
base BT6 design shows a behavior similar to the
2H ! 2A variant; it is clear that despite having four histi-
dine residues, only two chromophores can bind to BT6
before aggregation occurs.

2.2 | Computational characterization

Computational simulations can shed light on the proper-
ties of these complexes, as it has been elegantly revealed
by the pioneering and seminal work by Prof. Klaus Schul-
ten (Amaro, 2017; Goh et al., 2016; Isralewitz et al., 2001;
Lee et al., 2009; Perilla et al., 2015) and co-workers for LH
complexes (Bernardi et al., 2015; Damjanović et al., 1999;
Damjanović et al., 2002; Hu & Schulten, 1998; Strümpfer
& Schulten, 2009) and even for more complex multi-
component biological systems (Freddolino et al., 2006; Hu
et al., 1997; Hu et al., 1998; Zhao et al., 2013). They offer,
however, a particular challenge, since all attempts to crys-
tallize BT6 have so far failed, and thus no structural model
is available from experiments (Ennist, 2017). Nevertheless,
the simplicity and strong foldability of maquette proteins
render them good candidates for structure prediction soft-
ware (Naudin et al., 2022). Indeed, all tested programs

(Baek et al., 2021; Du et al., 2021; Jumper et al., 2021) pre-
dict four alpha helix bundles. These, however, only pro-
duce structures for apo-proteins; to generate holo forms,
we developed a computational protocol (described in
detail in Section S2.3) in which we mimic the binding pro-
cess with steered MD simulations, followed by relaxation
to allow the complexes to find a stable conformation.
Based on the BT6 sequence and on structural information
from related systems (see Note S1), we generated four
complexes (Figure 2), labeled as Holo 1, Holo 2 cis, Holo
2 trans, and Holo 4. The numbers indicate how many
chromophores are bound per protein, while cis and trans
indicate whether the chromophore pair is bound to neigh-
boring or non-neighboring His residues, respectively (see
Figure 2). In Holo 2 cis chromophores are bound to H42
and H112, while Holo 2 trans has chromophores bound in
positions 42 and 77, that is, the same as for the 2H ! 2A
variant. In turn, the Holo 4 structure is representative of
fully bound BT6. The fact that the four helices share the
same sequence (Table 1) ensures that the chromophore
environment is similar regardless of the His residue at
which it is bound. This is corroborated by the fact that
even though there are four possibilities for Holo 1 (with
one His at each of the four helices), all the four different
Holo 1 proteins display similar properties (data not
shown).

From microsecond-long MD simulations, we first cal-
culate chromophore binding free energies using the
Quantum/Molecular Mechanics Generalized Born Sur-
face Area (QM-MMGBSA) approach, at the PM6 theory
level for the quantum part. Generally, cofactor binding
energy calculations based on this type of methods offer
reliable relative values, but inaccurate absolute values
(Hou et al., 2011). Nevertheless, some factors affecting
the absolute energy values are worth discussing. The
binding free energy ΔGbind is calculated as:

ΔGbind ¼Gcomplex�Greceptor�Gligand

Ligand refers to the chromophore(s), receptor to the
apo-protein, and complex to the holo-protein
(i.e., including the chromophores). In terms of the ener-
getic contributions, in the QM/MMGBSA method the
binding free energy can be expressed as:

ΔGbind ¼ΔEQMþΔEMMþΔGsolv�TΔS

Where ΔEQM and ΔEMM are the differences in the quan-
tum mechanics and molecular mechanics energies
(respectively), ΔGsolv is the solvation free energy, T tem-
perature, and ΔS the entropy change.

In first place, as commonly done, we employ the
1-trajectory approach, in which the holo-protein, apo-
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protein, and chromophore free energies are estimated
from a single trajectory calculated for the complex. When
considering binding of a cofactor to a receptor that has a
well-defined pocket, the apo-structure can generally be
well described by removing the cofactor from the holo-
structure. Under these conditions, the 1-trajectory
approach has good accuracy. In the present case, however,
the apo-structure is predicted to be well-packed, without
leaving any pocket to be filled by the chromophores, simi-
lar to a cryptic pocket (Hou et al., 2011). Thus, removing
the chromophores from the holo-structure leads to an
empty pocket that does not exist in the apo-structure,
which increases its surface area and leaves hydrophobic
residues exposed to water. This results in an artificial
destabilization of the receptor, and consequently on a
binding energy that is too large.

When looking at the chromophore, the situation is
similar: its structure is different in its free and bound
states. Particularly, when bound to histidine, the Zn atom
is displaced out of the porphyrin ring plane. Using one
trajectory, then, leads to a binding energy that is too large
as well. The magnitude of this error can be estimated
more easily than for the receptor. To do so, we re-
parametrized the free chromophore using the same pro-
cedure but in absence of protein, and run a 1.0 μs

production MD. Using this trajectory we calculated its
average free energy using QM/MMGBSA. By comparison
with the free energy calculated by isolating the chromo-
phore from the protein, we estimate that Gligand is
5.3 kcalmol�1 too low (and, correspondingly, ΔGbind is
too exergonic). A similar test performed over six snap-
shots of each trajectory (i.e., either the free chromophore,
or structures taken from the complex trajectory) yielded
an 11 kcalmol�1 free energy difference at the B3LYP-D3/
def2-TZVP/PCM level.

From this discussion, a 3-trajectory approach would
seemingly yield better results. However, in practice, the
large fluctuations in the MM terms mask the free energy
change from the binding process. It then leads to worse
absolute and relative values of binding free energies. On
the other hand, the 1-trajectory approach guarantees that
the MM terms of complex, receptor, and ligand cancel
out with each other. As already stated, it leads to wrong
absolute values, but trustable relative values when evalu-
ating a series of complexes.

Under these considerations, the binding energy for
Holo 1 is �33.8 ± 1.0 kcal mol�1 at 298 K. Compared
with the experimental value (�9.3 kcal mol�1 as calcu-
lated from the binding constant for BT6), it is clear that
our calculations could not reproduce the absolute value.

FIGURE 2 Representative structures (a) and binding free energies per chromophore molecule (b), as obtained from MD simulations for

BT6. The structures differ on the number of bound chromophores, and in the case of Holo 2, whether the two chromophores are bound at

neighboring (cis) or non-neighboring (trans) His residues. Binding free energies were obtained from 1.0 μs production runs, employing

QM(PM6)-MMGBSA.
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However, as explained above, it does not compromise the
accuracy of relative values. The binding energy for Holo
2 trans is �33.9 ± 1.6 kcal mol�1 per chromophore,
i.e., identical within error. On the other hand, Holo 2 cis
yields a significantly lower binding energy per chromo-
phore of �27.7 ± 1.0 kcal mol�1. Although the decrease
in binding energy between Holo 2 trans and Holo 2 cis is
only around 20%, the fact that binding constants are
exponentially related to binding free energies (through
K ¼ e�ΔG=RT) means that this difference has a large
impact. Chromophore binding to neighboring His thus
proceeds with lower affinity, a fact that can be attributed
to steric hindrance.

The binding energy for Holo 4, �27.8
± 1.5 kcal mol�1, is similar to that of Holo 2 cis
(Figure 2), and explains the absence of full binding for
BT6: while two chromophores can easily bind at non-
neighboring His residues, the binding of a third or fourth
molecule would form closely packed dimers (i.e., as in
Holo 2 cis) that are energetically unfavoured.

We also performed excitonic QM calculations to model
the CD spectra, which aid in the interpretation of the
experimental data. In Holo 2 trans, the two chromophores
are separated by �2.0 nm (center-to-center), and thus exci-
tonic interactions are negligible, as illustrated by the small
electronic coupling between Qy states (4 ± 3 cm�1). As a
result, its calculated CD spectrum (Figure S10) is given by
the chirality of the chromophores. Indeed, the calculated
CD spectral shape matches very well that for both BT6
and the 2H ! 2A variant at [C]:[P] ≤ 2 (Figure 1). On the
other hand, the chromophores are closer together in Holo
2 cis (�1.2 nm), resulting in a larger electronic coupling
(44 ± 11 cm�1), and a conservative splitting in the Qy

region (Figure S10). The absence of this feature in the CD
spectra of BT6 along the titration suggests that the two
chromophores bind at non-neighboring His residues, simi-
larly to the 2H ! 2A variant. On the contrary, the Holo
4 model yields results similar to Holo 2 cis, and thus can
be understood as two excitonically coupled dimers, with
average couplings of 27 ± 12 cm�1 and 4 ± 2 cm�1 for
neighboring and non-neighboring chromophore pairs.

2.3 | Computational optimization via
molecular dynamics

With the aim of improving binding to BT6, we first
decomposed the calculated binding energy into the con-
tribution from each of the 14 residues closest
(on average) to the chromophore pair in Holo 2 cis
(Figure 3; see protein structure in Figure S5). All values
are negative, indicating that each of these residues con-
tributes favorably to binding. Largest contributions arise

from hydrophobic residues in the protein interior, such
as I38, F21, and W109, while residues in the loops (G28)
or in the exterior of the structure (E113) have much
smaller ones.

Next, we generated 40 structures by mutating these
14 residues to either Ala, Asp, or Lys (alanine, aspartate,
or lysine), performed 0.7 μs long MD runs for each, and
calculated the change in the binding free energy
(Figure 3a). For most mutants, this change is small and
within the uncertainty (<1 kcal mol�1). At the same
time, a large fraction displays more negative binding
energy values (i.e., a higher binding affinity) than Holo
2 cis, which has a simple explanation. Most of the resi-
dues under analysis are large and hydrophobic, and con-
tribute to the tight packing of the protein core. Replacing
them with the smaller Ala leaves more room for the chro-
mophores to find an appropriate conformation, thus
increasing the binding affinity. Conversely, their replace-
ment with charged residues (Asp or Lys) induces struc-
tural distortion by which these residues, initially in the
core, rotate to become solvent exposed (Figure S12).
From the point of view of the chromophore pair, this has
a similar effect of decongesting the binding site and
decreasing steric hindrance.

To select the most promising candidates to improve
chromophore binding affinity from these mutants, we
defined a set of criteria. First, the improvement in affinity
should be as large as possible. Second, the residue to
mutate should not largely contribute to the binding
energy in Holo 2 cis; otherwise, one risks disturbing
favorable interactions. Third, there should exist a reason-
able physical explanation behind the improvement. And
finally, the geometrical relation between the mutated res-
idue and the ligating His residues should be well defined.
Regarding this point, under the assumption of a four
alpha helix bundle, all residues within a given helix have
a clear relation to the His in the same helix. However,
the position relative to residues in other helices depends
on the specific topology, which has in principle two pos-
sibilities for BT6 (see Section S2.1: Apo-structures genera-
tion). Two candidates for point mutation emerge from
this description: L46A/L116A (symmetry related,
Figure 3b) and E113K (Figure 3c). The remaining
mutants can be discarded on the basis of the aforemen-
tioned criteria (as detailed in the Note S2).

As the chromophores in Holo 2 cis are bound to H42
and H112, residues L46 and L116 are one helix turn
below those His. Interestingly, all mutants replacing
these Leu (i.e., by Ala/Asp/Lys) display a significantly
better binding energy. This is rationalized from the above
discussion on steric hindrance; the structure of Figure 3b
illustrates how the smaller Ala induces a conformation
change on the chromophore dimer. Given that these
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mutations are promising for further evaluation, and that
charged residues may introduce unforeseeable distor-
tions, we chose to replace these two Leu (and to keep
symmetry, L11 and L81) by Ala, yielding the mutant
BT6—L11A L46A L81A L116A (4L ! 4A for short).

As a second candidate, we analyzed the E113K
mutant. In contrast with most other considered residues,
the negative charge of E113 ensures this residue stays in
the outer side of the structure. At the same time, the
polar side of the chromophore, dominated by negative
partial charge on oxygen atoms (Figure S3), occupies a
similar position. Replacing E113 by Lys (K) then removes
an unfavorable interaction with the chromophore, while
providing a favorable electrostatic interaction with the
positively charged Lys. These interactions are depicted in
Figure 3c (yellow dotted line). To maintain a protein
structure in which all four alpha helices are equivalent,
we thus selected the BT6—E8K E43K E78K E113K

mutant (4E ! 4K for short) for experimental corrobora-
tion and analysis, together with the above-described
4L ! 4A (their sequences are shown in Table 1).

2.4 | Binding to optimized proteins and
spectroscopic properties

To analyze chromophore binding, we performed titra-
tions of the two newly proposed variants (4L ! 4A and
4E ! 4K) in identical conditions as for BT6 (Figure 4).
An interesting observation is that the binding affinity for
the first pair of chromophores is improved in these vari-
ants (Table 1) with respect to BT6 and 2H ! 2A: pK
values increase from 6.8 for these two, up to 7.4 and 8.2
for 4E ! 4K and 4L ! 4A, respectively. Moreover,
although the evolution of the spectral shapes is superfi-
cially similar, SVD analysis reveals an important

FIGURE 3 (a) Contribution to the binding energy of amino acids close to the chromophore pair in Holo 2 cis, together with the

difference in binding energy after point mutation of each residue by Ala, Asp, or Lys, as calculated from MD simulations. Binding energies

were calculated with QM(PM6)-MMGBSA from a 0.5 μs trajectory for each mutant. (b) Representative structures for BT6 and the mutants

L46A and E113K. (c) Chromophore structures are shown in line representation (omitting hydrogens for clarity), and are colored according to

the parent structure: in (b), green and blue correspond to a chromophore in BT6 and in the L46A mutant, respectively, while in (c) orange

and blue represent a chromophore in BT6 and in E113K, respectively.
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difference: in the titration of the new variants there is
another species that appears at [C]:[P] ratios between
2 and 4, and thus can be confidently attributed to com-
plexes containing 3 and 4 chromophores. Although the
binding affinity for this pair is lower than for the first two
chromophores, fitted dissociation constants are still sub-
micromolar (Table 1), confirming a remarkably improved
binding by the two new variants. The spectra extracted
from SVD and assigned to PC2 and PC4 (Figures 4 and
S13) show a slight broadening and redshift of the latter,
attributed to interactions now present in the closely
packed chromophore dimers. Both variants (4L! 4A and
4E! 4K) show similar spectral features, indicating that
the chromophore environments are comparable.

CD spectroscopy in the visible range indicates a simi-
lar behavior than BT6 for [C]:[P] ≤ 2. However, while
chromophore aggregates were immediately visible at
higher ratios for BT6, 4L ! 4A and 4E ! 4K display
gradual changes, with the formation of a positive feature
at �700 nm and a redshift and decrease of the negative
band initially centered at 670 nm. A confounding factor
in this series, however, is that under these experimental
conditions (i.e., [P] = 20 μM) several species are present
at any given [C] (see simulated concentration profiles in
Figure S14). Since most of these contribute to CD spectra,
we performed a SVD analysis similar to that for the

absorption titrations, from which we obtained the spe-
cific contributions of PC2 and PC4 (Figures 4 and S13).
While the former has all the features derived from the
chirality of the chromophores, the latter shows an
intriguing pattern in the Qy region, with an asymmetric
doublet that is far from conservative.

To corroborate the spectra extracted from SVD analysis,
we prepared the full complexes employing high protein
concentrations ([P] = 100 μM) and stoichiometric amounts
of chromophore (i.e., [C]:[P] = 4). Moreover, these samples
were prepared from diluted solutions ([P] = 5 μM) in cen-
trifugal concentrators. These conditions hinder chromo-
phore aggregation, while shifting the equilibrium towards
the formation of PC4 (see speciation profiles in
Figure S14). Both the absorption and CD spectra can be
readily compared with those for PC4 extracted from SVD,
and indeed the main features coincide (Figure 4c, f). An
important difference is the appearance of a positive fea-
ture at �662 nm in the CD spectrum at 100 μM protein
concentration, that, by comparison with the 4H! 4A
variant (Figure 1), can be attributed to minor aggregate
formation. Regardless of that, the experimental data
taken at 100 μM protein concentration corroborates the
accuracy of the spectra extracted from the titrations.

To analyze the properties of the excitonic excited states
we performed steady-state fluorescence. From the SVD

FIGURE 4 Chromophore to protein binding titration experiments monitored by absorption (a and b) and circular dichroism (d and e)

spectroscopy, for the 4L ! 4A (a and d) and 4E ! 4K (b and e) variants. For absorption spectra the protein concentration is 5 μM, whereas

for circular dichroism experiments it is 20 μM. In both cases chromophore:protein ratios increase from 1 (green) to 5 (red). The proteins are

in a buffer solution with 20 mM CHES at pH 9 and 150 mM KCl. Absorption and circular dichroism spectra obtained from singular value

decomposition of the 4L ! 4A titrations (c and f, respectively), together with the spectra of a 100 μM solution of this variant at a

chromophore:protein ratio of 4. In (c) and (f), the spectra are normalized to the number of chromophores to facilitate comparison.
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analyses, we chose two different excitation wavelengths:
while 437 nm preferentially excites bound chromophores,
405 nm is more suitable to excite both free and aggregated
chromophore molecules (Figure 5a). The obtained fluores-
cence spectra are displayed in Figure S15; most impor-
tantly, bound chromophore emission shows a maximum
at 673 nm for all proteins, while a shoulder at �640 nm
rises as the concentrations of free and aggregated chromo-
phore increase. We have thus chosen two different condi-
tions to monitor fluorescence evolution as a function of
the [C]:[P] ratio: excitation at 437 nm and emission at
673 nm to analyze bound chromophores (Figure 5b), and
excitation at 405 nm with emission at 630 nm to assess
unbound species (Figure 5c).

When looking at the fluorescence of bound chromo-
phores (Figure 5b), the 2H ! 2A variant offers the sim-
plest pattern: its intensity increases up to a [C]:[P] ratio
of 2, reaching a plateau afterwards. The asymptotic value
is approximately double than that at [C]:[P] = 1, indicat-
ing that both bound chromophore molecules emit with a
similar quantum yield, and do not interact.

The rest of the chromophore binding proteins present
a more complex behavior: the emission intensity
increases for [C]:[P] from 0 to 2, and then it promptly
decreases for 2 ≤ [C]:[P] ≤ 4. For the 4E ! 4K and
4L ! 4A variants, this behavior can be readily ascribed
to the formation of chromophore dimers inside the pro-
teins. In fact, the fluorescence intensity profiles are
strongly correlated to the calculated concentration pro-
files (see Figure S16): as the fraction of bound chromo-
phore dimers increase, the fluorescence intensity
concomitantly decreases (Figure 5b). We formulate two
hypotheses: the excitonic interaction between chromo-
phores could lead to H-type aggregates (with reduced
emission) (Hestand & Spano, 2018), and/or the first exci-
tonic state could be admixed with a charge-transfer state.

Both possibilities will be discussed in the following
section.

A surprising result here is that chromophores bound
to the BT6 protein show a comparable decrease in fluo-
rescence intensity for 2 ≤ [C]:[P] ≤ 4. Although the rest
of the spectroscopic evidence points towards this protein
binding two chromophore molecules, the fluorescence
data clearly shows some intensity decrease, albeit not as
strong as that in the case of the 4E ! 4K and 4L ! 4A
variants. Assessing all available data, we conclude that
BT6 strongly binds two chromophores, and can incorpo-
rate a third one with lower affinity (i.e., with a dissocia-
tion constant above the micromolar range), giving rise to
chromophore dimers in a fraction of the complexes, and
an associated decrease in fluorescence intensity.

The fluorescence signal from free and aggregated
chromophore shows, expectedly, a simpler pattern
(Figure 5c). Since all proteins can bind (at least) two
chromophores, these signals are minimal for 0 ≤ [C]:
[P] ≤ 2. For larger ratios, the signal grows more strongly
for BT6 and the 2H ! 2A variant, since they can tightly
bind only two chromophores. On the other hand, the var-
iants capable of binding four chromophores (4E ! 4K
and 4L ! 4A) show a milder increase, that becomes
stronger for [C]:[P] ≥ 2 due to the lower binding affinity
of the second chromophore pair. It is noteworthy that the
observed intensities are correlated with the binding con-
stants (Table 1), for example, the 4L ! 4A variant shows
both the lowest signal ascribed to free/aggregated chro-
mophore and the strongest binding constants.

Quantum yield determinations on these systems are
complicated by the fact that low complex concentrations
lead to significant dissociation fractions (see Figures 5c
and S14). While employing larger concentrations could
minimize this issue, it has the undesired effect of increas-
ing the optical densities of the solutions, thus exacerbating

FIGURE 5 (a) Absorption spectra obtained from singular value decomposition of the titrations (4L ! 4A variant). The vertical lines

highlight the two excitation wavelengths, 405 and 437 nm. (b) Fluorescence emission intensity at 673 nm, with an excitation wavelength of

437 nm. (c) Fluorescence emission intensity at 630 nm, with an excitation wavelength of 405 nm. In b and c, profiles correspond to BT6

(blue), 2H ! 2A (yellow), 4E ! 4K (green) and 4L ! 4A (purple). Protein concentration was 1.25 μM and the buffer solution contained

150 mM KCl and 20 mM CHES at pH 9.
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inner filter effects. Therefore, although precise measure-
ments are not possible in these conditions, we estimate the
fluorescence quantum yields to be around 20% for all pro-
teins at low [C]:[P] ratios, which mainly corresponds to
protein-bound, non-interacting chromophores. The values
decrease to �5% at [C]:[P] = 4 for BT6 and the 4L ! 4A
and 4E ! 4K variants, situation in which most chromo-
phore molecules are part of protein-bound dimers. These
values are comparable to those observed in photosynthetic
antennae. For instance, the LH1 and LH2 complexes of
purple bacteria display fluorescence quantum yields of
8%–10% (Monshouwer et al., 1997) (for monomeric bacte-
riochlorophyll in polar solvents, the value ranges from
11 to 20% (Becker et al., 1991)).

2.5 | Modeling of the electronic
properties

We resort again to computational modeling, to explain
first the CD spectra of PC4 in the 4L! 4A and 4E! 4K
variants. Figure 6a shows the calculated spectra for Holo
2 cis, using either as-calculated or scaled electronic cou-
plings. If the excitonic coupling between the chromo-
phores is set to zero, we obtain signals exclusively related
to their chirality, as explained before (indeed, the shape
matches that of PC2). If we include the full calculated cou-
pling (i.e., 44 cm�1), the CD signal in the Qy range displays
a perfectly conservative shape, as expected for strongly
excitonically coupled excited states. However, by scaling
the coupling to a lower value (i.e., 40%), we are able to
reproduce the pattern in the Qy range, with a small posi-
tive feature for the low energy exciton component and a
stronger negative signal for the high energy counterpart.
The spectral signals in the Qx and Soret regions

qualitatively reproduce those observed in the spectra
obtained by SVD. It can be concluded, then, that the exci-
tonic coupling is smaller than 44 cm�1, leading to a non-
conservative signal that still is partly excitonic in origin.

This relatively small coupling is also evinced by the
minor shift of the first absorption band displayed by com-
plexes with four bound chromophores. Moreover, the
experimental extinction coefficients for the 0–0 and 0–1
vibronic transitions provide information on excitonic
interactions: a redistribution in oscillator strength from
the 0–0 to the 0–1 transition is a characteristic signature
of H-type aggregates (Hart et al., 2022; Kasha et al.,
1965). In 4E ! 4K, for instance, the 0–0 / 0–1 intensity
ratio (at �669 and �625 nm, respectively) decreases from
3.8 to 3.0 when comparing PC2 to PC4 (Figure S13), indi-
cating relatively weak coupling (Hart et al., 2022).

We note that our initial coupling predictions could
likely be overestimated due to the assumption of a con-
tinuum medium. Indeed, previous reports based on atom-
istic simulations pointed to strong screening effects in the
strongly coupled dimer of the PE545 photosynthetic com-
plex of cryptophytes (Curutchet et al., 2011). The hetero-
geneous polarizable environment of the protein leads to
a � 31% attenuation of the coupling, compared with the
continuum assumption (Curutchet et al., 2011). Similar
strong screening effects have also been observed for the
central dimers of the PC630 and PC645 complexes
(Corbella et al., 2019). Another explanation for the error
incurred in the coupling calculations could be that transi-
tion dipole strengths might be overestimated, translating
then into overestimated couplings. Finally, inaccuracies
in the precise mutual arrangements of the chromophores
could also impact this estimate.

The excitonic couplings are also relevant to explain
the fluorescence experiments. From our computational

FIGURE 6 (a) Simulated circular dichroism spectra of Holo 2 cis, using no (green), scaled (orange), or full (blue) coupling between

cofactors. Spectra are the average of 20 calculations performed along 1.0 μs trajectories at the CAM-B3LYP/6-31G*/PCM level, and were

shifted �0.25 eV to reproduce the experimental position of the Qy band. To facilitate visualization, different y-scales are used for the ranges

350–500 and 500–750 nm. (b) Circular dichroism signal at 222 nm, expressed as molar circular dichroism per residue, at different

chromophore:protein ratios for BT6 (blue), 4H ! 4A (yellow), 2H ! 2A (orange), 4E ! 4K (green) and 4L ! 4A (violet). (c) Calculated

radii of gyration from MD simulations of chromophore–protein complexes including up to four cofactors.
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modeling, we do observe H-type aggregates for the Holo
2 cis and Holo 4 structures. However, due to the relatively
small value of the coupling, the oscillator strength is dis-
tributed in a 40–60% split between the low- and high-
energy excitonic components. It thus seems unlikely that
the observed decrease in fluorescence intensity originates
from excitonic interactions. Comparison with related sys-
tems, however, offers a possible explanation for the fluo-
rescence intensity decrease: by employing Stark
absorption and fluorescence spectroscopies, Noy et al.
demonstrated excitonic–charge-transfer state mixing in
both a chromophore–maquette protein complex and in
the B820 subunit of the purple bacterial LH1 complex
(Wahadoszamen et al., 2014). In addition, the maquette
complex showed a decrease in fluorescence intensity sim-
ilar to the present case (Cohen‐Ofri et al., 2011), while
the B820 subunit displays a fluorescence quantum yield
of 3% (Monshouwer et al., 1997), comparable to ours. By
analogy, we thus propose that the decrease in fluores-
cence intensity observed in Figure 5b is related to a simi-
lar mixing of the low-energy excitonic state with a charge
transfer state.

2.6 | Structural characterization

Given that the chromophore:protein mass ratio in these
complexes is remarkably high (around 18% for 4 cofactors
per protein, comparable for instance to the 24% of LH2 in
Rs. Molischianum ) (Koepke et al., 1996), it is informative
to analyze structural changes upon binding. Several
insights are available from circular dichroism spectros-
copy in the UV range, where signals are related to both
secondary and tertiary structures. All proteins under
study display the characteristic pattern for alpha-helical
secondary structures (Figure S17), with minima at
ca. 208 nm and 222 nm. The evolution upon chromo-
phore addition of both the signal at 222 nm and the ratio
between 222 nm and 208 nm give related (but comple-
mentary) information.

From the intensity of the signal at 222 nm we can
infer that, in the apo-state (Figure 6b), both new variants
(4L ! 4A and 4E ! 4K) display a larger fraction of
folded states than BT6 and the 4H ! 4A and 2H ! 2A
variants. It has been determined that maquette proteins
in general, and BT6 in particular, behave as molten glob-
ules in the apo-state (Christensen & Pain, 1991; Farid
et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2003; Munson et al., 1996). At
the same time, cofactor binding induces a strong structur-
ing (Farid et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2003). Indeed, both
BT6 and the 2H ! 2A variant display a marked increase
in the signal at 222 nm for [C]:[P] ≤ 2, remaining rela-
tively constant for larger ratios. The 4H ! 4A variant,

unable to bind cofactors, only shows a small increasing
slope that we attribute to chromophore contributions to
the CD signal. The 4L ! 4A and 4E ! 4K variants show
a very different behavior: as mentioned, their signals are
stronger in absence of chromophore (due to a better
structuring in the apo-states), and they slightly decrease
in intensity with increasing [C]:[P] ratios (considering
4H ! 4A as the baseline). This suggests that the apo-
structures are fully folded, and thus chromophore bind-
ing slightly decreases the fraction of alpha-helical second-
ary structures.

The signal ratio between 222 nm and 208 nm has
been empirically determined to be related to the coiled-
coil character of helical bundles, with values larger than
1 indicating the presence of this feature (Lau et al., 1984;
López‐García et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 1992). All four-His
containing proteins display an increase in this ratio for
0 ≤ [C]:[P] ≤ 2 (Figure S18). The increase is much
steeper for BT6 and the 2H ! 2A variant, attributed to a
less structured apo-state, and a slightly more structured
holo-state when compared with 4L ! 4A and 4E ! 4K.
Interestingly, while the ratio at [C]:[P] ≥ 2 remains con-
stant for BT6 and 2H ! 2A, the 4L ! 4A and 4E ! 4K
variants show a decrease in this range. Since the former
strongly bind only two chromophore molecules, further
additions do not modify the structures. On the contrary,
4L ! 4A and 4E ! 4K can each bind four chromophore
molecules; we hypothesize that the uptake of the third
and fourth molecules induces a distortion on the struc-
ture that reduces its coiled-coil character.

Structural information obtained from the simulations
support these interpretations. The average fraction of res-
idues adopting an alpha-helix secondary structure is 69
± 3% for the apo structure, that is, smaller than the
canonical value of 80% derived from the sequence
(Table 1), but expected from some fraying at the helices
caps. This value is consistent with the experimental circu-
lar dichroism spectra in the UV range (Figure S17): fit-
ting with the semi-empirical method SESCA (Nagy
et al., 2019) yields alpha helix fractions close to 70% for
both new variants.

Chromophore uptake decreases the alpha-helix frac-
tion: in the calculated Holo 4 structure, 61 ± 3% of the res-
idues adopt a helical secondary structure (vs. 69% in the
apo-state). This explains why both 4L ! 4A and 4E ! 4K
display a decrease in the 222 nm signal intensity concomi-
tant with chromophore addition. On the contrary, for BT6
and the 2H ! 2A variant it can be concluded that the
apo-structures are indeed molten globules, and their signal
increase is due to an equilibrium shift towards the native-
like state driven by chromophore binding.

The increase in the 222 to 208 nm ratio for 0 ≤ [C]:
[P] ≤ 2 (Figure S18) could be interpreted as the structures
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getting more compact, and thus acquiring a stronger
coiled-coil character. However, data from calculations
seem to disprove this notion: the size of the chromo-
phores actually induces a separation of the helices, and
the radius of gyration undergoes a 6% increase on chro-
mophore uptake (Figure 6c). Inspection of the protein
structure indeed shows significantly larger deformations
in the Holo 4 structure when compared with Holo 2 trans
(Figure 2), explaining the decrease in the 222 nm to
208 nm ratio at [C]:[P] ≥ 2 for 4L ! 4A and 4E ! 4K.

3 | DISCUSSION

Decades of research on natural photosynthesis have led
to a thorough understanding of its underlying mecha-
nisms and of the strategies organisms employ to convert
solar light into chemical energy (Romero et al., 2017).
Implementation of these concepts in artificial systems is,
however, much harder, and the first fruitful attempts
have been attained only recently (Ennist et al., 2022;
Farid et al., 2013). Our work illustrates one possible path-
way towards that goal, employing MD simulations to
effectively optimize an artificial protein, and using them
at the same time to obtain a wealth of information to
understand its properties.

Given that we target light-harvesting applications, we
use a zinc-based chlorin chromophore (Figure 1b) as
cofactor. As a chlorophyll a derivative, it inherits several
desired properties, such as a large absorption cross-
section in a wide spectral range and tunable electronic
properties (Björn et al., 2009). Instead of designing a new
protein in an ad hoc fashion, we instead employ BT6, a
versatile four-alpha-helix structure that has already
shown strong cofactor binding (up to two per protein)
and photoinduced energy transfer (Farid et al., 2013).

Our spectroscopic studies clearly show that, despite
possessing four (chromophore-ligating) His residues, BT6
strongly binds only two chromophores; further additions
lead to chromophore aggregates formation. Comparisons
with a two-His variant (2H ! 2A) and computational
modeling indicate that BT6 can easily accommodate two
chromophores at non-neighboring His residues (i.e., in
opposites halves of the structure), but the incorporation
of a third or fourth cofactor is sterically hindered. These
results are comparable to those of Noy et al., who
employing a related maquette protein observed binding
of two to three chromophores (depending on the protein
concentration) (Cohen‐Ofri et al., 2011).

Binding energy calculations on 40 hypothetical
single-point mutants resulted in several candidates with
improved cofactor affinity. We selected two of these can-
didates for experimental corroboration, and indeed both

of them display a markedly improved affinity. The disso-
ciation constants are in the sub-micromolar range for the
binding of four chromophore molecules per protein. In
addition, spectroscopic studies in combination with data
from simulations yield important structural information.
While BT6 exists in the apo-state as a molten globule and
chromophore binding induces its structuring, the two
new variants are significantly better structured in the
apo-state, and are largely unaffected by the binding pro-
cess. However, the binding of a third and fourth chromo-
phore molecules does lead to a reduction of the coiled-
coil character in the new variants, as a consequence of
the relatively large space occupied by chromophores with
respect to the host structure.

Using the structural information generated from MD
calculations, we performed quantum mechanical simula-
tions at the TD-DFT level to calculate the CD spectra of
the new variants, in order to assess the excitonic cou-
plings. By comparing with experimental spectra, we find
that the calculated excitonic coupling between the Qy

states of neighboring chromophores (44 cm�1) is likely
overestimated. A 0.4 correction factor, on the other hand,
leads to a remarkable agreement with the experimental
spectra, confirming both the structural model and the
computational scheme. Calculations nicely reproduce as
well the spectra at low [C]:[P] ratios, confirming the
notion that chromophore incorporation occurs first at
non-neighboring His residues, and later at neighboring
sites.

The effects of closely packing chromophore dimers
inside the proteins are more evident on the emission
properties of the complexes: both new variants display
a marked fluorescence quenching for 2 ≤ [C]:[P] ≤ 4.
The relatively small excitonic coupling, together with
prior Stark spectroscopy results on related systems
(Wahadoszamen et al., 2014) suggest that the origin of
this decrease in fluorescence intensity is the admixture
of the first excitonic state with a charge-transfer state.
From this point of view, the complexes prepared here
not only display a light-harvesting role, but could also
conceivably integrate a charge separation function,
which would represent a further step towards an artifi-
cial photosynthetic system (Romero et al., 2017). More-
over, partial mixing with charge transfer states can
increase static disorder, while avoiding quenching, an
effect that has been shown to contribute to efficient
light harvesting in the LH2 complex of purple bacteria
(Cupellini et al., 2018).

Software such as Rosetta are extremely powerful for
their specific functions of protein design and structural
prediction, but are significantly more limited in predict-
ing chromophore-protein complexes properties. More-
over, the lack of dynamical information in such methods
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can lead to a significant failure probability when dealing
with protein design for cofactor binding (Barros
et al., 2019). In contrast, with an approach based on MD
simulations, the same set of calculations (either by itself
or in combination with other methods) can be used to
gain useful information on different aspects (Selvan
et al., 2019), illustrated here by binding affinity, excitonic
couplings and spectroscopic properties determination,
but not necessarily limited to those.

A limitation of our approach is the need for accurate
structural models, usually provided by x-ray diffraction
or nuclear magnetic resonance techniques. Since the pro-
teins under study do not crystallize well, and their struc-
tures are relatively large and symmetric, these techniques
are inadequate. On the other hand, protein structure pre-
diction software, spearheaded by the AlphaFold (Jumper
et al., 2021) and RoseTTAFold (Baek et al., 2021)
methods, have recently achieved remarkable accuracy,
thus offering an attractive alternative to experimental
determination (Pearce & Zhang, 2021). Although these
are still limited to apo-structures, we complemented
them with an MD-based protocol that mimics the natural
binding process. From this discussion, we conclude that
our MD-based approach is not at odds with protein
design and prediction software; instead, they form a syn-
ergistic combination. Finally, it is noteworthy that the
excitonic signals observed in CD spectroscopy strongly
depend on the relative orientation of the involved chro-
mophores (Garab & van Amerongen, 2009). Therefore,
the excellent match we obtained between calculated and
experimental spectra can be taken as a confirmation that
the structural model we present is accurate.

As mentioned above, we have observed that the two
new variants are better structured than BT6 in the apo-
state. We cannot thus rule out that this fact contributes
to their improved binding affinity. It has been suggested
before that structural stability could play an important
role in cofactor binding: while a completely unstructured
protein could hardly host cofactors, a protein that is too
strongly packed will not be amenable for cofactor inser-
tion (Ennist, 2017). An ideal protein then would probably
display large flexibility, yet exhibit significant structuring
in the apo-state. To unravel this issue, further studies
could employ the new variants proposed here, and assess
binding affinity after destabilizing the apo-state (for
instance, by disrupting the hydrophobic core packing).

Besides protein-based scaffolds, controlled chromo-
phore binding has recently been achieved via DNA ori-
gami (Banal et al., 2017; Hart et al., 2022). However,
exact control on the aggregates geometries proved to be
difficult, as exemplified by inter-chromophore electro-
static interactions disrupting the DNA duplexes (Hart
et al., 2022), or by excitonic interactions that spanned

only 2.5 chromophores despite the scaffolds providing a
much larger number of binding sites (Banal et al., 2017).
Artificial proteins, on the other hand, can provide a more
robust and tailorable scaffold for controlled chromophore
binding.

All in all, through the computational optimization of
a maquette protein, we have achieved artificial complexes
with record 18% chromophore-to-protein mass ratios.
More importantly, this high packing density ensures the
formation of strongly interacting chromophore dimer
units. In the search for artificial photosynthetic systems,
next steps will focus on the application of a similar com-
putational approach to tune the energy landscape of
these complexes, with particular attention on energy
levels, excitonic couplings, and charge-transfer states.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have tackled the realization of artificial
chromophore–protein complexes, in which chromo-
phores form strongly interacting dimeric units. Starting
with an already designed maquette protein, we developed
a computational protocol grounded on molecular dynam-
ics simulations to both describe the properties of the base
design, and to predict those of 40 mutants, with emphasis
on the binding affinities towards a chlorophyll
a derivative. While the initial design was able to strongly
bind two chromophores at distant positions, two candi-
dates from the computational protocol demonstrated
binding of four chromophore molecules with a sub-
micromolar affinity, as confirmed by experimental spec-
troscopic studies. The complexes reached a
cofactor:protein mass ratio of 18%, approaching those of
natural light-harvesting systems. Moreover, they con-
tained two excitonically coupled dimers, with charge-
transfer state mixing signatures—essential features for
efficient light conversion. Therefore, the complexes and
protocols demonstrated here offer new ways for the reali-
zation of artificial protein-based photosynthetic systems.
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